Background: In the seminal experiment by Schmidt et al. [Nucl. Phys. A 665, 221 (2000)] in which fissionfragment charge distributions were obtained for 70 nuclides, asymmetric distributions were seen above nucleon number A ≈ 226 and symmetric below. Because asymmetric fission had often loosely been explained as a preference for the nucleus to always exploit the extra binding of fragments near 132 Sn it was assumed that all systems below A ≈ 226 would fission symmetrically because available isotopes do not have a proton-to-neutron Z/N ratio that allows division into fragments near 132 Sn. But the finding by Andreyev et al. [Phys. Rev. Lett. 105, 252502 (2010)] did not conform to this expectation because the compound system 180 Hg was shown to fission asymmetrically. It was suggested that this was a new type of asymmetric fission, because no strong shell effects occur for any possible fragment division.
I. INTRODUCTION
The discovery that fission of 180 Hg at low excitation energies (E * < 10 MeV) results in an asymmetric fragmentmass distribution [1] has led to a flurry of theoretical and experimental studies [2] [3] [4] [5] . There are few theoretical approaches that can routinely be applied to basically all fissioning systems and which show substantial agreement with observations. There are several approaches in terms of "scission-point" models but they normally have several parameters that are adjusted to experimental yield distributions. The very popular computer program and model * moller@lanl.gov "GEF" [6, 7] describes more than fission yields, but introduces a large number of assumptions and contains a substantial number of parameters that are adjusted to experimental data. Outside regions where experimental data is available it is unable to run, so for example it cannot presently produce a mass-yield curve for fission of 180 Hg.
The Brownian shape-motion model [8] [9] [10] on the other hand has, in it initial implementation [8] , no adjustable parameters. There are two parameters, the strength of the bias potential and the critical neck radius at which we assume that the fission fragment mass asymmetry is frozen in. Since we have shown that the results are insensitive to a large range of these parameters [9] , these parameters are not in the category of adjustable parameters. In the version of the model we use here there are two adjustable parameters that govern the rate at which the shell effects are damped out with energy [10] . However, our main conclusions in this paper are not affected by how the damping of the shell effects is treated be-cause the excitation energy is so low. For example we obtain about the same mass yield for fission of 180 Hg and nearby isotopes following electron capture on 180 Tl without introducing the effect of damping of shell effects with energy [11] , as we do here when we do include such an effect. The model has been extensively benchmarked, in Ref. [10] with respect to 70 charge yields measured at GSI [12] , and in Ref. [13] with respect to new and older data in the neutron-deficient Pb region.
As discussed in detail earlier [9] , the Brownian shapemotion model constitutes a particularly simple approximate solution to the Langevin description of the nuclear shape dynamics, ignoring entirely the inertial effects and assuming that the dependence of the fission-fragment mass distribution is sufficiently insensitive to the structure of the dissipation tensor to render the Metropolis results useful. The Langevin transport framework has been employed extensively to fission dynamics ever since this phenomenon was discovered. The earliest numerical studies of dissipation in fission dynamics were focused on the damping effect on the mean motion only, using various physical models for dissipation, including inertial effects, and using macroscopic potentials [14] [15] [16] [17] . Consideration of the stochastic force in fission dynamics began as early as 1940, when Kramers considered the average delay in establishing a stationary flow rate over a one-dimensional barrier, thus inferring an increase of the fission lifetime due to dissipation [18] . Further approximate treatments of the Fokker-Planck equation in one or two dimensions began around 1980 [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . These calculations often retained the assumption of constant inertia and dissipation, using very simplified potentials. About a decade later, numerical investigations of Langevin equations for dynamics including inertia, damping, and Markovian stochastic forces were begun by several groups; reviews of such work were given in Refs. [24, 25] . These types of simulations continue [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] . They employ two or three shape degrees of freedom, macroscopic potential energies, fluid dynamic inertias, and more recent calculations usually use some form of one-body dissipation. Because of the use of macroscopic energies, they are often explicitly characterized as applying to systems with significant excitation energy. Most recently, Aritomo and collaborators have made a number of fission studies of uranium and plutonium isotopes at E * = 20 MeV using a Langevin treatment that includes shell and pairing effects in a three-dimensional shape parametrization [31] [32] [33] .
II. CALCULATIONAL DETAILS
We obtain 987 fission-fragment mass yields by performing random walks on previously calculated fivedimensional (5D) potential-energy surfaces, as described in Ref. [10] . The surfaces are tabulated on a discrete grid of more than 5 million points. We implement a damping of the shell-plus-pairing corrections with excitation energy as described in [10] . In contrast to previous work in the actinide region where we started the random walks in the fission-isomeric minimum [8] we here start the random walks in the nuclear ground-state minimum because many nuclides do not have fission-isomer minima. But since we only calculated potential energy surfaces for elongations larger than about β 2 = 0.10 our surfaces do not contain the ground-state minima for nuclei such as 208 Pb. In those cases we start our calculation at the location with the lowest energy at the smallest elongation. This means we start at a point corresponding to a slightly more elongated shape than the ground state, "slightly up the barrier". We have checked that we obtain practically identical yields for actinides whether we start at the ground-state or at the fission-isomer minimum, so our results will not be affected by the missing spherical minimum.
Barriers for the lighter nuclides in our study here have very extended, flat saddle regions, see Ref. [34] for some examples. It is then very time-consuming for the Metropolis random-walk algorithm to cross the saddle region, because forward and backward steps are almost equally likely. To "nudge" it in the fission direction we have previously introduced a bias potential [8] which slightly tilts the surface in the fission direction, in particular for smaller elongations inside the fission saddle point. The strength of the bias potential was taken to be 15 MeV in [8] . However with this strength it can take weeks to complete the 10000 tracks we need to accumulate to obtain good statistics for some nuclides below Pb in the nuclear chart. We therefore use a bias potential strength 60 MeV in our studies here. The differences in the results between the two choices are insignificant. Even with this choice some yield calculations take several days for the lightest systems whereas the time to complete a calculation for, say 240 Pu, is about one minute. We aim to study situations where shell structure can be expected to govern the outcome the most, so we perform our calculations for excitation energies just a little above the barrier. This type of fission occurs in thermalneutron-induced fission in many actinide nuclei [8] and in fission following β − -decay and electron capture (EC) [35] . In nuclides with higher barriers fission is induced in, for example, fragmentation reactions, proton capture or heavy-ion reactions. In these reactions fission events are usually not observed very near the barrier but at energies corresponding to 5 or 10 MeV above the saddle point energy, see for example [36, 37] . We have available calculated barriers B f for 5239 nuclides in Refs. [38, 39] . The following algorithm reasonably approximates the lowest energy for which fission events can be observed (with units in MeV)
and is used to determine the excitation energies in our calculations. 
III. RESULTS
Our aim with the calculations is threefold: 1) to provide a reference data base of fission-fragment mass yields, in particular in regions where experimental data currently are sparse, 2) to discuss how our results compare to the (few) data sets than are available in the neutrondeficient Pb region, and 3) to learn if the calculated yields suggest some particularly interesting studies.
In Figs. 1 and 2 we show the calculated fission-fragment mass yields for twenty selected isotopes, which are discussed below.
To find some possibly interesting fission reactions to propose as candidates for future experiments we checked if in the lighter region there are compound systems with Z/N ≈ 50/82 that in addition are near stability. Such systems could exploit the exact double magicity that would occur in a split with a heavy fragment nucleon number A = 132. The lighter fragment would then be much smaller than the smaller fragment in actinide fission. We refer to a specific figure number and panel letter by the notation (figure number:panel letter than in the actinides. One reason is that the macroscopic energy is much more dominant here. Also with the energy chosen, some of the shell effect is damped out. We have made a calculation at 33 MeV for 190 W which is more easily reachable experimentally than 196 W. At this lower excitation energy the influence of the shell effects are more significant with the A = 132 peak much higher at 3.86%. The yield for fission at this energy is shown as a dashed line in (1:b).
We will return to discuss the results in Fig. 1 further, but first we introduce a summary of our results in "nuclear-chart" format. In Fig. 3 we show the ratio between the calculated yield at symmetry and the maximum on the yield curve. Often it is the inverse, "peak-to-valley" ratio that is used [40] , but since the valley yield occasionally can be zero in our calculations we use the inverse measure. In Fig. 3 well-developed asymmetric yields therefore correspond to low values of the ratio. It is quite obvious from the figure that our results show a contiguous region of asymmetric fission in the neutron-deficient Pb region, the "southwest" quadrant with respect to 208 Pb. Currently there are only limited data in this region. It has been firmly established that following electron capture on 180 Tl the daughter 180 Hg fissions into fragments with mass distributions centered at A = 80 and A = 100 [1, 5] . Figures 3 and 4 Hg the experimental yields are symmetric but the yield curves become increasingly flat in the symmetric region as the nucleon number increases. We obtain asymmetric yields for these four cases. We do not show in any figure the calculated yields for the Ir isotopes but we show in (1:d) and (1:i) the calculated yields for 195 Au and 198 Hg. It is interesting to establish whether the differences between the predicted and measured character of the yields are merely isolated failures of the model or reflect a more general shortcoming in this region of the nuclear chart. One possibility is that the global theoretical picture is realistic, but that it fails to describe the exact location of the transition between symmetric and asymmetric fission. This is analogous to the difficulties all global nuclear-structure models have, to some degree, in describing the exact location of the transition between spherical nuclei near magic numbers and deformed nuclei [42] . We note that we find the transition point to sym- metry at quite nearby nuclei that differ from these two isotopes by only a few neutron orbitals; the calculated yields for 201 Au in (1:e) and 202 Hg in (1:j) are symmetric.
Another possible reason for the differences between calculated and measured yields is that the potential-energy surface is inaccurate in this region of nuclei. It is known that the masses, calculated in the identical model, show large discrepancies with respect to experimental masses near 96 40 Zr 56 with calculated masses almost 2 MeV too high [43] . These are some of the largest deviations occurring in the calculated mass table. The reason is that the spherical neutron N = 56 subshell gap widens near proton number Z = 40 [44] . No current global model obtains such an effect leading to a changing magnitude of a spherical neutron level gap for minor changes of the proton number, when the shape remains spherical. For N = 56 this is an experimentally observed effect. Since the calculated N = 56 subshell gap is too small the end result is that the calculated masses for some nuclei are too high by up to 2 MeV. For the fission potential-energy surface, for regions corresponding to symmetric division leading to two fragments in this region, this means that the calculated potential energy could be too high by 4 MeV. This might be sufficient to result in a low calculated symmetric yield in this region, and the differences with respect to experiment might be confined to this localized region just as it the case for the nuclear mass model near . In Ref. [12] it is stated that the mass number has a "decisive influence" on the mass asymmetry of fission and that for all nuclei with A < 226 symmetric fission has been found to prevail. However, in the paper there is only data on both sides of the transition between symmetry and asymmetry for two isotope chains, namely for the Z = 91 and Z = 90 isotope chains. In our opinion this is a too firm conclusion about the location of the transition, since data is available on both sides of the transition line for only these two chains out of the 10 different elements (84 < Z < 95). In Fig. 3 the calculated transition agrees well for these two elements. In the experimental data the heaviest isotope available in the Z = 89 chain is 226 Ac for which symmetric fission is clearly dominant in the yield curve, so here the statement should be that all isotopes with A < 227 fission symmetrically. But the statement, although correct, is somewhat misleading because if data for additional isotopes became available it might show that some of them fission symmetrically. In our calculations the transition between symmetric and asymmetric fission occurs to good accuracy at A = 226 in the range 84 < Z < 92 but experimental data showing the transition point is lacking for all elements except Th and Pa. But based on our calculated results we can make the interesting observation that above Z = 90 the calculated transition between symmetry and asymmetry now takes place along constant N − Z ≈ 47 rather than constant A. There are no experiments available for U, Np and Pu in this transition region. Experiments at low energy would be difficult but we propose attempts be made to locate the transition point along these isotope sequences.
Also interesting is the difference between the heavy mass and light mass peaks shown in Fig. 4 . In the actinide region there is a systematic decrease in this mass difference with increasing mass of the fissioning nuclei. This is very consistent with experimental data. It is well known that in actinide fission the mass of the heavy yield peak is relatively constant at A ≈ 140, independently of compound-system mass number. The light mass peak then by necessity moves from lighter towards heavier mass numbers and the mass difference between the peaks decreases with increasing fissioning compoundnucleus mass number.
IV. SUMMARY
We have calculated and characterized the fissionfragment mass yield for 987 nuclides in the region 74 ≤ Z ≤ 94 and 91 ≤ N ≤ 150. We have determined the extension of the new region of asymmetry whose first member, 180 Hg, was discovered only a few years ago [1] . We found a contiguous region of asymmetry comprising roughly 200 hundred nuclides. We find agreement between our results and some of the experimental data in this region and differences for some other experimental data. But at this point the experimental data are too scarce with only ten or so data sets available, sometimes with very limited statistics, to permit major conclusions to be drawn with confidence. Now that we have predicted an extended region of asymmetric fission it is possible to test this prediction by studying fission yields for a sufficiently large number of nuclides located across the region, so that reliable conclusions can be drawn. Also of high interest is to study the yields as functions of compoundnucleus excitation energy.
In the actinide region we calculate that A ≈ 226 is the transition line between symmetric and asymmetric fission between 84 ≤ Z ≤ 90. For higher Z we find that the transition between symmetric and asymmetric fission occurs along N − Z ≈ 47, a prediction that still has to be tested experimentally. 
